
Ms. Leach and the Administration of Sequoia Union High School
District.

After receiving the good news that the general education
population will be returning to school, albeit limited, I was
dumbfounded and disappointed to learn the special education
community would also be lumped into the general education
population and return on an extremely limited basis.

I feel the need to remind you that this unique population has been
without in-person learning since last March.  These are students
who are under an IEP - to be more specific and Individual
Education Plan.  They should NOT be included in the general
education population, rather, they should have a more
individualized plan to return in-person.  An IEP guarantees these
students services and education in a least restrictive environment
- both of which have not been seen, adequately, due to the
pandemic, and now due to your decision to include them in the
general education return plan.

I, as a special education teacher, as well as mother to a child with
a moderate to severe disability (intellectual) do not feel that I have
been heard,  I have been teaching in-person since last
September.  The students in my district who qualify for an IEP and
have moderate to severe needs, have been in-person, every day
since September.  I feel fortunate that I work for a district who
recognizes that these students are the most vulnerable and
require more intensive instruction so that their goals, and indeed
dreams of being in an inclusive world have a possibility of being



met - despite the pandemic.  Sadly, this district feeds into
SUHSD.

Additionally, the COVID-19 vaccination is out, available and
teachers and 1A participants of which most of our ILS and
TRACE students qualify under, may have already received it or a
vaccination is imminent if the family so chooses. With the
addition of these vaccinations, there is absolutely no reason they
cannot be back, safely, in their school environment. The obstacle
lies with you.

I am considering seeking representation from an attorney so that
my voice - really, my son’s voice can be heard.  My son doesn’t
understand two days on and eighteen days off.  He requires
socialization and an intensive approach to have his IEP goals
met.  He is being denied (LRE) that opportunity by being under
the umbrella of the general education population. These students
are a relatively small group with relatively large needs.  I
understand the challenges that go into meeting their needs - both
as a mother and a special education teacher.  I invite any of you
to spend a day in my home with my son who is disengaged and
left struggling for language and inclusivity while trying to Zoom for
5 hours a day.

I respectfully ask you to get these vulnerable students in-person,
everyday as your neighboring school district has done, and done
successfully.  If not, I will proceed with contacting you, via an
attorney. It is disappointing to have to be at this juncture, but I
am left with no choice but to move forward with litigation. At that
point, I will be seeking comp (educational) services as a means to



try to get my son the services he requires, but has not had access
to in the past year.

Regards,

Jennifer Kaufman
menlojen@yahoo.com

Angela Swartz


